
 

1. Use  "Focus Mode" keep students on task while
working on assignments in Google Classroom.
 
Use Relay Classroom’s “Focus Mode” to create a
customized list of sites students are allowed to access
that align with the resources provided in the
Google Classroom assignment.
 
2. Keep up research assignments and flexibility with
"Explore Mode."
 
If students are allowed more flexibility for submissions
to Google Classroom projects and assignments, use
Relay Classroom’s “Explore Mode”. This allows
teachers to restrict access to only certain sites, giving
students more freedom to create and explore for
assignments.
 
3. Administer assessments through Google Classroom
and monitor for cheating prevention.
 
When creating online assessments, attach the link or
file to an assignment in Google Classroom. Once
students have access to the assessment, teachers can
use Relay Classroom to monitor student screens while
testing.
 
4. Allow finished students to explore the web.
 
Use Relay Classroom's "Focus Mode" along with
"Allow full internet access when students change their
status to Done." Once they've marked themselves as
"Done", students are free to explore resources and
apps within the rest of the channel.
 

Relay Classroom has provided teachers with
powerful tools to use inside the classroom, but with its
unique ability to offer the same functionality outside of the
classroom, teachers can continue to rely on it for remote
learning. Relay Classroom and Google Classroom are two
powerful classroom management applications, and when
used together, can provide the structure and organization
needed for any educational setting.
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1.   Open the Relay interface and add students from
CSV, Google Classroom, or other LMS. 
 
2.   Login to Google Classroom using a school email
address and create a class for each section. A unique
code will be provided for each Google Classroom
stream.
 
3.    Invite students to a Google Classroom by
entering student email addresses or send the unique
code through Relay Classroom.

Push the Relay Classroom extensions and agents
using G Suite or other deployment tools. Sync your
Relay Classroom classes with Google Classroom
using the advanced user and group settings in Relay
or add students to classes using their school email
addresses.
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